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Reber and Lewis (1977) exposed subjects to a subset of letter strings generated
from a synthetic grammar, then asked them to reorder scrambled letters to
generate new grammatical strings. The distribution of the frequency of the
bigrams composing their solutions correlated better with the frequency of the
bigrams composing the full set of strings generated by the grammar than with
the frequency of the bigrams composing the subset of strings displayed in the
study phase. In his recent overview on implicit learning, Reber (1989) develops
this eiperimental result into one of the main supports for his contention that
studying grammatical letter strings gives access to the abstract structure of the
grammar.

However, this result can be accounted for by a set of biases inherent to the
Reber and Lewis procedure. In the present experiment, a group of subjects
learned from a list of the bigrams making up the study strings, a condition
which precludes the abstraction of any high-level rules. The pattern of
correlations outlined above also emerged in this condition, thus lending
support to our re-interpretation.

The notion of implicit learning originates from the field of artificial grammar

learning, as explored over the last twenty years by Reber and his associates

(e.g. Reber, 1967; Reber, Allen, & Regan, 1985; see Reber, 1989, for a

review). In a typical experiment, subjects are first exposed to a set of letter

strings generated from a synthetic grammar that defines authorized letters

and the permissible transitions between them. Subjects are given no informa-
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tion about the rule-governed nature of the stimuli and are asked to perform a

task that diverts them from the search for regularities such as rote learning

(e.g. Reber, Kassin, Lewis, & Cantor, 1980), short-term matching (Mathews

èt àt., 1989), or liking judgement (McAndrews & Moscovitch, 1985) of letter

strings. Subjects are subsequently asked to categorize new letter strings as

grammatical or non-grammatical; non-grammatical items are formed from

ih. ru-e subset of letters, but violate transition rules. Results consistently

show that subjects perform this categorization task better than chance. As

they are apparently unable to verbalize the rules underlying their decision of

well-formedness, their performance is thought to be the end-product of an

unconscious abstraction process.
In recent years, these findings have received further support from studies

based on other paradigms. For instance, Lewicki, Hill, and Bizot (1988)

studied the ability of subjects to improve their performance when the

location of a response signal was determined by the pattern of its location on

specific earlier trials. After extended practice, subjects exhibit a substantial

d.rrr"r. in reaction time to target signals with predictable locations,

although they are unable to articulate any of the complex rules that regulate

the sequence of trials (cf. also Lewicki, Czyzewsk&, & Hoffman, 1987;

McKetvie ,1987;Millward & Reber, 1972;Nissen & Bullemer, 1987). Implicit

learning has been also shown for interactive process control tasks, in which

the learner influences the nature of the stimulation he or she receives. For

instance, in one of Berry and Broadbent's (1983) experiments, subjects were

required to imagine that they were in charge of a city transportation

department and \ryere instructed to manoeuvre the time interval between

buies to reach and maintain a specified load of passengers per bus. tWith

training in a computer-simulated interactive situation, subjects were able to

make appropriate adjustments, although they were unable to verbalize the

actual function relating the two variables (cf. also Broadbent, Fitzgerald, &

Broadbent, 1986; Hayes & Broadbent, 1988; Stanley, Mathews, Buss, &

Kotler-Cope, 1989). On the whole, these studies apparently provide consist-

ent evidence that people can unconsciously abstract environmental regular-

ities and use this tacit knowledge to improve performance. This ability is

considered to be highly relevant to accounts of how humans cope with the

complex environment of everyday life and is thought to encompass percep-

tual and social behaviour, language, and so on.
Another set of studies suggests, however, that the knowledge base

underlying improvement in performance in implicit learning situations may

be available to consciousness. As noted by Broadbent (in press), some of

the discrepancies between studies could be due to the method of operational-

ization of consciousness. Typically, authors positing that some knowledge

always remains inaccessible to conscious reflection, such as Reber and
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Lewicki, rely on recall-like verbal protocols, whereas authors who challenge
this claim use recognition-like tests (e.g. Dulany, carlson, & Dewey, lgga;
Perruchet & Pacteau, 1990). Another issue ffiây, however, be of greater
importance. Authors stressing the availability to consciousness of the
knowledge underlying performance also claim that this knowledge is far less
complex and abstract than is commonly thought.

In artificial grammar learning, several studies indicate that specific and
fragmentary knowledge of study items components, in particular first and
last letters and permissible bigrams (i.e. pairs of letters) or trigrams, is
sufficient to account for grammaticarity judgements (Dulany et à1., l9g4;
Mathews et al., 1989; Perruchet & Pacteau, 1990). Perruchet and pacteau
(1990) obtained explicit knowledge on valid bigrams through a recognition
test and then performed quantitative simulations of grammaiical judgéments
on the basis of these data. The resulting performance pattern matcheà nicely
with observed results when simulated judgements ôf non-grammaticality
were generated for all test strings containing at least one unrecognized pair of
letters. In a more sophisticated way, Druhan and Mathews (1989) devéloped
a computational model based on Holland et al.'s (1986) induction theôry.
They used verbal instructions generated by subjects studying letter strings in
standard conditions as input. When the rules derived froÀ verbal instruc-
tions were automatically tuned by an optimization algorithm using feedback
on correctness of responses, simulated perfonnance approached that of the
original subjects.

Similar conclusions may be drawn from studies involving other implicit
learning paradigms. Perruchet, Gallego, and savy (1990) observed that the
rules constituting the series of trials in the Lewicki et al. (1988) paradigm also
altered the relative frequency of particular transitions on the whole sequence
of trials. They provide evidence, through replication and re-analysis bf the
Lewicki et al. data, that subjects' perfonnance may simply reflect this far
more elementary informational content. Likewise, Sanderion (1989) showed
that perfonnance in interactive control tasks could be due to fàmifiarization
with peripheral aspects of the task rather than to the internalization of the
underlying structure of the situation.

In fact, these recent studies do not demonstrate that people really use
conscious knowledge of surface features of the situation. 

-ny 
showing that

this knowledge could be sufficient to account for perfor-unôr, they merely
provide an alternative interpretation of the traditional abstractionist point of
view. Comparing the explanatory power of these two interpretations clearly
requires other experimental evidence. In his recent overview on implicit
learning, Reber (1989, pp.22sff) puts forward two main arguments to show
that implicit learning gives access to deep, abstract structure of the stimuli, in
addition to fragmentary pieces of knowledge on their surface features. The
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present paper is aimed at examining the empirical and theoretical validity of
these two arguments. Because both refer to the field of grammar learning, the
following discussion will be limited to this area of research.

Reber's First Argument:
The Transfer to Superficially Different,
but Structural ly Similar Stimuli

The first argument draws on results initiatly collected by Reber (1969), and
more recently replicated and extended by Mathews et al. (1939). Briefly, these
studies demonstrate that learning from letter strings generated by one
grammar transfers to letter strings generated by a grammar sharing the same
formal rules, but using another set of letters. These results are interpreted as
showing that subjects are able to abstract automatically the "syntax" of the
displayed material, and they can use this structural knowledge independently
of the "vocabulary".

Although Mathews et al. (1989) adhere to Reber's abstractionist position,
certain features of their results run counter to a strict version of this point of
view. For instance, transfer to a different letter set is better under intentional
than under implicit instructions, whereas the theory posits unconsciousness
of abstraction. Furthermore, transfer to a different letter set operates equally
well for yoked subjects who learn from verbal instructions given by experi-
mental subjects as for the experimental subjects themselves. Most of these
verbal instructions are to select or avoid specific bigrams or trigrams in
specific locations in the strings. Hence, transfer can hardly be put forward as
an argument for an abstraction process generating high-level rules from
entire letter strings.

The results of Mathews et al. leave open one possibility that people
abstract "local syntaxes". However, even this weak version of the abstrac-
tionist viewpoint may be challenged. On formal grounds, the artificial
grammar setting is a categorization task. Research conducted over the last
decade or so in the field of categorization has convincingly demonstrated that
the capacity to transfer to new test items does not prove that people have
elaborated abstract representations from the study examplars. This hinges on
two core issues. The first pertains to the moment of processing and
discriminates between what Estes (1986) has termed "late" versus "early

computation" models. In early computation models, processes underlying
categorization are accomplished during the study phase, and their end
products are merely examined at the test time. In late computation models,
studied examplars are thought to be stored in memory without transforma-
tion, and all the computations needed for making a decision are performed
when the subjects encounter new items. The postulate of Reber and
Matthews et al., that learning is implicit, is obviously at variance with late
computation models, which have received increasing support in the current
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literature. The second issue concerns the mode of processing. In the
traditional view, people generate abstract representations, such as schemas
or prototypes. More recent interpretations, inspired by seminal papers by
Medin and Schaffer (1978) and Brooks (1978), focus on non-analytic,
analogical processing (for a wider-ranging overviewo see Jacoby & Brooks,
1984; Medin & Ross, 1990).

To illustrate how these recent developments apply to the field of grammar
learning, assume that subjects have been asked to learn trigram CVC, and
then exhibit positive transfer with trigram DJD. In the traditional view,
transfer is taken as evidence that subjects automatically use the repetitive
presentation of CVC to abstract something like "one letter surrounded by
two identical letters", then store this formal rule in memory and apply it
when coping with a new letter string. An alternative explanation is that
subjects store the specific trigram CVC, and deal subsequently with DJD in
the same way as they dealt with CVC on the basis of the global similarity
between both items. The key point here is that this alternative interpretation
accounts for transfer without assuming that people form an abstract
representation while studying letter strings (for further discussion on these
points, see Mathews, in press; Perruchet & Pacteau, l99l).

Reber's Second Argument:
The Performance Pattern Reflects the Underlying Grammar,
Not the studied stimuli

Reber's (1989) second argument is based on an intriguing experimental result
initially reported by Reber and Lewis (1977). In this study, the standard
categorization test was replaced by a task in which subjects had to reorder
scrambled letters to generate grammatical strings. Nature of knowledge
resulting from exposure to grammatical letter strings is assessed by detailed
analysis of performance on this task. The bigrams occurring in subjects'
solutions to the anagrams were tabulated, and their frequencies were
compared against (a) the frequency of occurrence of the bigrams composing
the strings actually displayed in the study phase, and (b) the frequency of
occurrence of the bigrams composing the full set of strings generated by the
formal grammar (hereafter: the virtual strings). The correlation coefficients
were 0.04 and 0.72 respectively. Reber (1989) concludes that the failure of the
correlation involving the study phase bigrams "to be different from zero
suggests that subjects \ryere not solving the anagrams on the basis of
superficial knowledge of frequency of bigrams". Rather, the high correlation
with the bigrams making up the virtual strings indicates that subjects "clearly

acquired knowledge that can be characterized as deep, abstract, and repres-
entative of the structure inherent in the underlying invariance patterns of the
stimulus environment" (Reber, 1989, p.226).
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Although the rationale for this argument is sound, a number of biases
potentially flaw the empirical findings on which it is grounded. Let us start by
considering the selection of the study strings fùm the virtual strings.
Selection has two direct consequences. The firit is to reduce drastically the
variability of bigram frequency. The variance of the distribution of the
bigram frequency of selected items is about one ninth of the corresponding
value calculated from the whole set (3.85 vs. 35.89). Low variance oùviously
makes it difficult to obtain high correlations. The second effect of selection is
that the distribution of frequencies of the bigrams making up the study and
the virtual items differs. This constitutes u n...rr"ry condition for obtaining
different correlations with both sets of data, as Reber and Lewis did.
However, close scrutiny of the material shows that a bias may have been
introduced. Consider the under-represented bigrams-that is, those bigrams
having a lower proportion in the study items tÉan in the whole sample. The
observed pattern of correlations showi that these bigrams are especiâily easy
to learn; indeed, the higher correlation of subject generated bigrams with
virtual than with study items implies that the rrndrr-rrpresented bigru-, upgenerated in anagrams more often than could have been predicted iro- their
effective occurrences in studied items (the reverse is tnre for the over-
represented bigrams, which are not dealt with here for simplicity's sake). The
four under-represented bigrams exhibiting the largest differences between
study and virtual frequencies are TV, TT, Vv, and xx. TV is an extremely
common abbreviation, and other bigrams are doublets. These bigrams may
have been especially easy to learn because of their relative salience rather
than because of their frequency in the virtual set of grammatical strings.

Another more damaging bias than those deriving from study item
selection arises from choice of the test material. Subjectsitart from strings of
letters to solve anagrams, which places severe constraints on the nature of the
gairs that may be produced. Suppose subjects learn in the study phase that
vv is a valid bigram. They have littie means of demonrtàting this
knowledge if there are few Vs in the test material, and overall, the frequency
of VV in their response will be partly dependent on the number of available
Vs' In the Reber and Lewis study, the letier strings used in the anagram task
Y.ete obtained by scrambling the grammatical items that were nJt initi"Uy
displayed. As a consequence, su.bjects are prompted to fit their bigramproduction with the bigrams making up these grammatical items. Indeed, if
these items contained a large numbir 

-or, 
ruy,-vv bigrams, subjects had alarge number of vs at their disposal in tne ,rrurnbl.d strings, which

facilitated VV production. The crucial point is that the frequenry oîbigrams
composing the grammatical test strings before scramblini ctosety matched
the bigram frequency in the virtual strings (the two distributions correlated
to 0'949) and were only moderately relaied to the bigram frequency in the
study strings (r=0.234). This correlational pattern is iot simply an unfortu-
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nate chance effecq but, rather, reflects a logical constraint. The fact that the
virtual strings were exhaustively partitioned into study and test strings makes
the frequency of bigrams composing the virtual strings the (weighted) mean
of bigrams composing study and test strings. It can be demonstrated that the
correlation between two given series of values (at least when this correlation
is positive) is lower than the correlation between one of the series and the
mean of the two series. Thus, to sum up, the constraints created by the test
material make it impossible for subjects to produce bigrams mimicking the
distribution of bigrams in the study strings, whereas they can almost
perfectly parallel the distribution of bigrams in the virtual strings.

Overview of the Present Study

The experiment described in this article was designed to strengthen our
contention that the Reber and Lewis (1977) correlational result cannot serve
as evidence for Reber's (1989) abstractionist interpretation, by showing that
an identical pattern of results can be obtained when subjects are not given
information needed for abstracting high-level rules.

The procedure was the following: The first group of subjects (string group)
studied grammatical strings of letters in the study phase and were then given
an anagram task in the test phase. The material used in both phases was
identical to the one used in the original Reber and Lewis (1977) study. The
string group was designed to replicate the original correlational results.
However, our procedure differed from Reber and Lewis in several ways, in
particular in the amount of training given. In the original study, subjects
were exposed to four learning sessions. This has at least two negative
consequences: First, the study items are displayed before the anagram
solving trials on each of the sessions. Thus, subjects have a clear idea of the
task requirements when dealing with the relevant information and may have
engaged in explicit modes of learning, including hypothesis formulation, rule
testing, mnemonic strategies, and so on. The second touches more specific-
ally on the correlational results. As subjects progressively solve more
anagrams correctly, correlations between bigrams frequencies approach
fixed values, which depend exclusively on experimental material. If subjects
solve all anagrams correctly, the correlations of the frequency of bigrams
making up the anagram solutions (which are, in this case, the subset of
grammatical letter strings not initially displayed) with, for instance, the
bigrams composing virtual strings is 0.949, as stated above. To correct for
these problems, duration of learning was restricted to a single session (the
power of inferential tests \ryas ensured by collecting data on a far larger
sample of subjects than Reber and Lewis did).

The second group of subjects (bigram group) was given in the study phase
the individual bigrams making up the strings displayed to the string group.
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As in Perruchet and Pateau (1990, expt.l), this was intended to convey
information on valid bigrams and their frequency of occurrence, but to
preclude the abstraction of any high-level rules. The test phase consisted of
the same anagram task as for the string-group subjects. The mean scores for
the bigram group were expected to be much lower. In the abstractionist
framework, this would occur because subjects cannot abstract the deep
structure of the grammar during the study phase. The studies showing that
subjects exposed to letter strings acquired specific knowledge pertaining, for
instance, to the first or last valid letters (e.g. Mathews et al., l9S9) provide
another interpretation. Thus bigram-group subjects, who only observed
letter pairs in study phase, could not acquire this knowledge, which is
obviously useful for solving anagrams. The correlational results are of more
fundamental interest, in that they discriminate concurrent interpretations. In
keeping with Reber's hypothesis, there is no reason to expect that the
frequency of bigrams composing subjects' generated strings should correlate
better with the frequency of the bigrams composing virtual strings than with
the frequency of bigrams composing study strings. However, if the correla-
tion pattern is due to one or a combination of several of the biases pointed
out above, stronger correlations with bigrams composing virtual than study
strings must emerge in both the bigram group and the string group.

Method

Subiects. Subjects were 53 first-year university students majoring in
psychology. Twelve additional subjects participated to the experiment, but
they were subsequently eliminated from data analysis because they failed to
follow instructions on the anagram tasks. These subjects generated at least l0
anagrams where the number of constituent letters did not match the number
of letters in the original strings.

subjects were run in 3 groups of 21, 21, and 23. They \ryere randomly
allocated on an alternating basis to experimental conditions within test
groups. To make this possible, the instructions specific to each group were
provided on separate sheets of paper.

Materials. The stimuli consisted of letter strings generated by the Reber
and Lewis (1977) grammar shown in Figure l. The study items for the S
group were the 15 letter strings used by Reber and Lewis. The strings were
typed on a sheet of paper in a single column in random order (see Table l).

The bigram group was shown the 78 bigrams that can be extracted from
the 15 letter strings. These rvere typed in six columns, in random order, as
displayed in Table 2.

The test phase used the 28 remaining letter strings that the grammar could
generate. These letter strings were scrambled and presented in two columns
in random order (see Table 3). A dotted line was provided opposite each
letter string for the subject's response.
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FIG. l. Schematic diagram of the grammar used in the present experiment (taken from Reber

& Lewis, 1977).

TABLE 1
List of Letter Strings Displayed in the Study Phase to the String Group

PTTTVPS
TSSSXS
PVV
PVPXVPS
TSSXXVV
TXXVPXVV
PTVPS
PVPXVV
T S S S S S X S
PTTTVV
TSXXVPS
TXS
TSXS
PVPXTVPS
PTVPXTVV

Procedure

For all subjects, the session comprised a learning phase and a test phase.

Subjects first received two booklets in a folder. They rwere orally asked to

remove the first booklet from the folder and to read the instructions printed

on the front page. Instructions for the string group (n:26) and the bigram
group (n:27) \ilere similar, except for variations adapted to the nature of the

displayed material:
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TABLE 2
List of Bigrams Displayed in the Study Phase to the Bigram Group

ss Ps xv Px
VP TX XT TT
TV VV PV TS
PS SX  TV  VP
PX XS VP TX
PT VP PS XV
xv Tv sx PT
VV TT VP TV
VP SS SS XX
xx Pv PX VV
TT XV TS VP
xs rv vv sx
TS PT  XS  SS

xs sx
xT vv
vv vP
VP XV
SS TT
xx Px
TS SS
PX TS
PV PT
TV VP
SX SS
xv Ps
PS VP

TABLE 3
List of Scrambled Letter strings Displayed in the Test Phase

XPPVVTV
VPTPST
PVVXVTPT
SSTSXSS
TXPTPVVV
vxxTPssT
TXTVVSSX
PXVTPVPS
TTTXXVSV
TTPTTVPS
SPXTVX
vxvTx
TVSPXTX
TTVXVX

(PTVPXVV)
(PTTVPS)
(PVPXTTVV),
(TSSSSXS)
(PTTVPXVV)"
(TSXXTVPS)
(TSSXXTVV)
(PTVPXVPS)b
(TSXXTTVV)
(PTTTTVPS)
(rxxvPs)
(TXXVV)
(TXXTVPS)
(TXxTVv)

xsvvrssx
VTPTVTTT
xvxvTs
STXSS
VTVTTXX
VTPV
VXTTTSXP
VXXSSTPS
XPVTVVP
TTTPVVT
TTXSVVX
XVTVTXTT
PPSV
VTTPV

(TSSSXxVv)
(PTTTTTVV)
(TSXXVV)
(rssxs)
(TXXTTvV)
(Prvv)
(TXXTTVPS)
(TSSXXVPS)
(PVPXTVV)
(PTTTTVV)
(TSXXTVV)
(TXXTTTVV)
(PvPS)
(PTTVV)

Note: "These items have three correct solutions: PVPXTTVV, PTTVPXVV, and
PTVPXTVV.

bAnother correct solution is: PVPXTVPS.
Grammatical solutions are in parentheses.

In this experiment you have to learn (strings from 3 to 8 letters in length / pairs

of letters). The composing letters are P, S, T, V, X. These (strings / pairs) are

displayed on the next page. After the signal, you will have l0 minutes to study

them.

For both groups, the front page began with the sentence in upper case:

Do not turn the page before the signal.
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When the signal was given, subjects studied the items (the grammatical
strings of letters or the bigrams) displayed on the second page of the booklet
for 10 minutes. The first booklets rvere then collected by the experimenter.

Subjects \ryere orally requested to take the second booklet out of the folder,
and to read the instructions on the front pâBe, which again began with the
sentence:

Do not turn the page before the signal.

The subjects were asked to arrange the letter strings in the "right" order.
Subjects in the string group were informed that the study items were
generated by a set of rules, and correctness was defined as conformity with
these rules. The bigram group was told that a correct letter string was defined
by the fact that each pair of contiguous letters had to belong to the previously
studied list. When the signal was given, subjects began to write their
responses. They were urged to work quickly, but no time limit was imposed.

Results

Probabitity of Correct Solutions. In order to obtain a basis for assess-
ment of the observed performance, the probability of correct responding was
computed for each letter string as the ratio of the number of correct solutions
(usually one, in a few cases two or three) over the number of possible
arrangements. The mean probability was 0.013. The values for the letter
strings of length 4 to 8 are reported in Table 4, first column.

For the string group, the mean proportion of correct anagram solutions
was 0.113 (s:0.137).As shown in Table 4, second column, there was a
marked decrease in correct anagram solutions with lengthening of the letter

TABLE 4
Proportion of Correct Anagram Solution by Chance, and

Observed in the String Group and the Bigram Group

I*ngth Chance Value String Group Bigram GrouP

4 (2)
s (3)
6 (4)
7 (7)
8 (12)

Weighted mean

0.230 0.095
0.307 0.063
0.117 0.010
0.100 0.010
0.052 0.007

0.083
0.039
0.006
0.006
0.001

0.013 0.113 0'020

Note: Proportions were calculated for each length of anagrams. Mean values

were computed after weighting by the number of strings representative of each length,

as shown in parentheses.
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strings. This effect is not surprising, as long letter strings provide more

opportunities for error.
As expected, the bigram group performed considerably less well than the

string group (Table I, tniiA column). The mean proportiol of correct

solutions was 0.02 1s:b.043). Performance \ryas again closely dependent on

the length of the tetàr strings. However, performance was better than chance

for all lengrhs, a result which has a binàmial probability of 0.031 (1/25) of

occurring.r

Correlational Pattern. The proportion of occurrence of each of the 25

possible pairs of letters was assesr.d fot each subject, then corrected for the

likelihood of assembling letters by chance using the Rgber and Lewis'

correction f"t ri" tt.ptËduced in tlhe note to Table 5)' Table 5 presents the

raw and adjusted proportions averaged over subjects, along with frequencies

of study and virtual bigrams'
The product-momeit correlations for these values were computed using

ffio different methods. Correlations were first computed for the 16 valid

bigrams after averaging over subjects (Reber- and Lewis computed their

correlations in thi.-*Ëy,-although they oniy used rank-order information' We

used product_momeni correlations in order to test for statisticar significance

of differences). The coefficient values appear in Table 6' left panel' An

unpredicted result was that correlations were higher fot l!: bigram group

than for the string group. T-tests (McNemat, 1969, p' 158) show that the

difference, *.r.-r"i;rrin unt, for bàth the observed bigrams' t(13):6'15'

p<0.001, and the iirtuat bigrams, (13) :3'!' p:0'004' However' within

each group, the correlations *rr.'higher for virtual bigrams than for

observed bigraÀs- Although fairly lut-g., the differences failed to reach

significance lstring group: <f lt :t'67; bigram group: (13): l..481'

Correlations were also computed on a within-subject basis, then averaged

over subjects (after r to z traniformation)' Correlations were higher for the

bigram group than for the string group for observed bigrams only'

I An anonymous reviewer of an earlier version of this paper noted that anagram solutions

maybeaffectedbylinguisticpreferences,',"ti,t'^"ycoincidewiththegrammaticalordering'In
order to test this typltn rir, an addition"igtoup ofaS ttod"nts in psychology were asked to

arrange the test strings as they saw fit, wiitrout prior exposure to the study material' The

proportion of grammùcal responses was near chance (0.010 vs. 0.013, respectively)' This result

ensures that above-chance performance "ittUi*s from the string or bigram groups is

Àput"Ut. to their exposure to m3tgrial il the study phase'

This does not entail that linguisti. pr.f.r.i""s traue no effect. Positive and negative effects on

specific strings may compensate one another, leaving mean perfonnance unaffected' consider

the two 4-letter strings to illustrate thit-;;;.-Seien."*-:lthe 45 subjects generated the

grammatical string itVV, whereas nJn. g"o"tated PVPS' which suggests a marked

preference effect. However, the mean propoÀo,, of era.mlatical responses for the &lctter

strings (llgl,i.e. o.oial is iose to chance level (0.0E3, as indicated in Table 4)'
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TABLE 5
Numbers of Occurrences of Each Bigram in the Study Strings and in the

Whole Set of Strings Generated by the Grammar. and Raw and
Corrected Proportion of Occurrences of Each Bigram

Occurrences of each
Bigram Scores

Material String Group Bigram Group

Study Virtual P'P

SS
xx
TT
vv
XS
sx
PS
xv
PX
XT
VP
TX
PV
TV
TS
PT

7
3
4
6
4
5
5
6
5
2

l0
2
4
6
5
4

l 5
T7
23
23
6

t4
l4
l4
l 0
l 3
24
9
7

26
l4
13

0.056 0.022
0.052 0.027
0.123 0.049
0.086 0.050
0.031 -0.016
0.031 0.008
0.028 0.007
0.049 0.006
0.014 0.002
0.030 -0.020
0.037 0.004
0.057 - 0.002
0.044 -0.002
0.072 0.001
0.027 -0.029
0.043 0.007

0.045 0.011
0.041 0.016
0.099 0.023
0.071 0.035
0.033 - 0.014
0.037 0.015
0.026 0.005
0.048 0.00s
0.014 0.003
0.046 -0.003
0.056 0.024
0.044 -0.016
0.046 0.000
0.084 0.014
0.030 -0.027
0.044 0.008

P= Raw proportion of occurrences.
P : Corrected proportion of occurences.
Note: Correction for guessing was computed using the Reber and Lewis formula (L977,

p. 342): p : (p - pù | (l - Pg), where P is the proportion of actual occurrences in subjects'

solutions, and Pg the proportion of occurrences resulting from guessing.

TABLE 6

Product-Moment Correlations of the Frequency of Bigrams Composing

Subjects' Solutions with the Frequency of study Bigrams of one Hand,

and the Frequency of the Bigrams Composing the Whole Set of Strings

the Grammar May Generate on the Other Hand

r on Mean Scores Means of Within-Subiect r

String Group Bigram GrouP String Group Bigram GrouP

Study bigrams
Virtual bigrams

0.175
0.s47

0.458
0.730

0.14
0.43

0.26
0.43

Note: Coefficients \ilere computed using two different methods (see text) for string group

and for bigram group.
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(51) :2.52, p:0.014. Otherwise, the results (Table 6, right panel) display the

same grtt.t"l pattern as above. Strikingly, the correlations were significantly

higheiwith virtual bigrams than with observed bigrams, for both the string

gtorrp, t(25):10.61,p<0.001, and the bigram group, t(26):3.40, p:0.00'2.

The fact that correlations of interest were generally higher for the bigram
group than for the string group, especially when the data involving observed

strings were examined, \ryas not anticipated. This difference clearly indicates

that the performance of the string group was less dependent on bigram

frequency than was bigram group performance. The abstractionist interpreta-

tion would be that perforrnance in the string group was also affected by the

internal representation of higher-level rules. However, this result is also

congruent with a general framework positing that implicit learning only gives

u.rÀr to specific features of the stimuli. In the string group, frequency of

occurrence may compete with other factors in determining the strength of

memory traces of the bigrams, in particular with the position of the bigrams

within the strings. A case-by-case analysis of results displayed in Table 5

supports this interpretation. For instance, bigram VV had the best score in

thè string group, although it was initially displayed less often than SS and

VP. This may be accounted for by positional factors: all VV bigrams are

terminal, and thus highly salient, whereas all SS and VP bigrams are

internal.

Discussion

As in Reber and Lewis (1977), the frequency of bigrams generated by

subjects trained on grammatical letter strings correlated better with the

frequency of the bigrams making up the whole set of strings the grammar can

genèrate than with the frequency of the bigrams initially displayed. However,

àn identical pattern was observed when subjects were first exposed to

individual pairs of letters constitutive of grammatical strings, a condition
precluding the abstraction of high-level rules. This latter finding rules out

Reber's (1989) contention that obtaining this pattern of correlations in

subjects trained in standard conditions provides evidence for the abstraction

of the deep structure of the grammar used to generate the strings.
One poiential problem with our results is that the pattern of correlations,

although reflecting the same general trend as the one reported by Reber and

Lewis 1tVll1, exhibits much less contrast. Correlations of performance of

subjects studying grammatical letter strings with observed and virtual bigram

frequencier *.tè 0.17 and 0.55, respectively, in our experiment, whereas the

,ori..ponding values in the Reber and Lewis study were 0.04 and 0.72. There

is emfirical èvidence for attributing these differences to the differential

urno.rnt of subject training. In the Reber and Lewis study, in which subjects

had four learning sessions, correlations of performance with virtual bigram
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frequencies were 0.44,0.58, 0.68, and0.77, respectively, for Sessions I to 4
(Reber & Lewis, 1977, Table 7. Corresponding data for observed bigrams
were not reported). Our subjects had only one learning session, and their

mean performance level (0.1I correct solutions) was notably lower than the

one reported by Reber and Lewis (overall mean: 0.46 correct solutions), even

on their first session (0.31 correct solutions). On this basis, it could be argued

that our results only pertain to the early phase of learning, and that

abstraction of deep structure occurs at a later stage.
This objection calls for several comments. (l) Differences in level of

learning could be less marked than the proportion of correct solutions

suggests. In the Reber and Lewis procedure, subjects had to reorder a set of

shuffied cards, each containing one letter; thus they could not make any

mistakes regarding the number or nature of the letters in their solution. In

addition, a letter was placed in its proper location on three-quarters of the

trials. Thus part of the difference in performance may be due to the fact that

the Reber and Lewis subjects had their responses constrained to a greater

extent than ours. (2) Our learning conditions in fact closely paralleled those

used in earlier studies, which claim to provide evidence for implicit abstrac-
tion. Subjects studied the letter strings for ten minutes; as a case in point,

Reber, Kassin, Lewis, and Cantor (1980, experiment l) displayed their study

list, which was generated by the same grammar as the present one, for only

seven minutes. (3) As argued in the introduction, extending the duration of

learning has several negative consequences. Thus the data collected after

intensive training in the Reber and Lewis experiment may not be relevant to

implicit learning. Further and more damaging to their arguments, it is

doubtful that the correlational pattern obtained after intensive training has

any significance as regards processes underlying performance, as correlations
approach fixed values as subjects solve more and more anagrams. Thus,

overall, differences in the amount of training between Reber and Lewis'

studies and ours do not seriously undermine our conclusions.
Another possible reservation concerns the type of evidence provided in the

present study. Showing that the Reber and Lewis correlational results are
flawed does not entail that stronger correlations with bigrams composing
study than virtual strings would be obtained in more valid conditions; hence,
our study does not indicate that subjects are more sensitive to study than to
the virtual strings. rWe fully agree that we provide only negative, and hence
limited, evidence. However, as stated in the introduction, most of the biases
to which we draw attention are intrinsic components of the Reber and Lewis
procedure. Thus carrying out new experiments patterned after the Reber and
Lewis procedure after eliminating its biases constitutes a dead end. We are
not challengrng the value of anagram technique as a means of investigating
knowledge acquired in the artificial grammar setting. Rather, our point is
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that the technique is ill suited for the specific use that was the main focus of
the present article.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
Earlier work on artificial grammar learning has shown that specific and
conscious knowledge regarding, for instance, valid bigrams or trigiams could
be sufficient to account for grammaticality judgements (Druhan & Muthr*r,
1989; Dulany et al., 1984; Perruchet & pacteau, 1990). These findings do not
exclude the fact, however, that people can acquire some unconscious
representation of the underlying structure of the grammar. In his recent
theoretical overview on implicit learning, Reber (1989) puts forward two
arguments supporting this assumption. The present article shows that both
arguments are grounded on experimental data that can be accounted for in
other ways.

what is challenged in this and earlier works (perruchet et al., 1990;
Perruchet & Pacteau, 1990, l99l) may be defined as implicit abstraction, that
is, the unconscious formation of new abstract structures. Our position is that
in current experimental settings, implicit learning conditiôns may only
generate specific knowledge. We take it for granted that people may abstract
rules from factual information. However, abstraction may be fin[ed to the
use of logical reasoning and analytic modes of processing.

This contention does not minimize the importance of implicit learning in
adaptive behaviour. Restricting implicit learning to the acquisition of speàfic
knowledge at the expense of abstract structures or rules should not be
construed as a major limitation on its explanatory power. There is growing
evidence in the fields of categorization and problem-solving for models
positing the primacy of the specific knowledge in the formation of abstract
structures. Most of the data that seemed at one time to be straightforward
support for rule, schema, or prototype abstraction have been reinterpreted
without assuming that abstractive abilities are called into play. For instance,
it has been repeatedly shown that subjects can classify previously unseen
prototypes more accurately than exemplars on which they were trained (e.g.
Posner & Keele, 1968; parenthetically, this bears striking resemblance to the
correlational data in this article, as Reber, 19g9, noted). Medin and shaffer
(1978) show that a mathematical model based on their exemplar-based
theory of categorization can predict the Posner and Keele results as well as a
prototype theory. Other related works aimed at illustrating that a large
amount of adaptive behaviour derives from the acquisition and use ôf
specific knowledge are described in the Medin and RoJs (1990) review.
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